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About This Game

The power is in your hands! Help friendly towns to grow and glow by building neighborhoods and generating clean energy to
make them run. Watch out for power overload! If you build too fast, you may experience blackouts and unhappy renters. You’ll

have resources at your command to energize the towns – build solar towers and wind farms and dispatch technicians to make
sure everyone is energy efficient. Then, get your neighborhoods fit and fancy by building tennis courts, swimming pools,
boutiques and more. With multiple campaigns to play and a variety of awards to earn, there is plenty to do and lots of fun

waiting for you in this electrifying addition to the Build-a-lot series!

Generate clean power with wind farms and solar towers
Use technicians to make homes more energy efficient!
Manage power carefully to avoid blackouts
Beautify the neighborhood with recreational facilities!
Play multiple campaigns and earn a variety of awards
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It's a good hardcore platformer.
It's like Super Meat Boy on steroids, with many interesting gimmicks and massive content layered on top of it.
However the controls can be very finicky at times, which can be extremely frustrating.
It's less streamlined than SMB, that's why I personally still prefer SMB over this.. While I really enjoyed playing this game, it is
a quick one. I did not experience the problem with the corrupted save file. I liked the sound effects, the graphics were fine. The
only thing I am sitting here trying to figure out, is why I was searching for carousel pieces that I never used.....buy it on sale..
Another take on runner genre - a physics-based golf ball roller. Here you can: 1) beat time scores and make it to world top; 2)
strike some stones hovering in intricate patterns for high score & beating the lvls this way; 3) just roll around polygonal
landscapes for fun. The levels are spacious and you are not handheld, so it's really a nice stress reliever. In one level you can
start off from the actual playground to the sea on the horison and arrive there after rolling downhill for about 10 kilometers or
so. Then you fall from a texture's edge right into a dark abyss! Recommendation for the feeling of freedom so rarely met in
physics arcades and puzzles.

Другой подход к жанру бегунка - катание мячика для гольфа на основе физической модели. Здесь можно: 1) кататься на
скорость и стать самым быстрым в мире; 2) собирать парящие камни по замысловатым траекториям, набивая счет и
проходя этапы за счет этого; 3) просто кувыркаться по полигональным пейзажам не пярясь. Уровни обширны и никто не
контролирует наше поведение, этим можно пользоваться для снятия стресса. На одном из уровней можно укатить прочь
от площадки с бонусами вниз по склону километров на 10 по направлению к морю. И свалиться с края текстур прямо в
темную бездну! В общем, рекомендую за чувство свободы столь редкое в жанре физических аркад и головоломок.. I
have played this game off and on since my childhood. This game is so much fun today and I love the mechanics of it. If you
want a challenge where you work for your skills a little (not too much) and enjoy a beautiful game and wonderful atmosphere?
This is the game for you!. Dont forget that this was a browser game created in 2012, it can be much better in the future with this
steam port. Gameplay is smooth and very fun. Dont be fooled by my played hours, i have played it for 6 years on browser. Its
different than other shooters and deserves a go atleast. You will find it quite fun.. Fun game that stands the test of time. For the
price of 10$, it's not worth it. I recommend when it's on sale for under 2$ or else get yourself a Pinball Arcade pack for a good
pinball experience.. It's a nice and detailed game but not my style.
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great game well made i love it. Never disappointing, this game is awesome. Choice of Games should really consider giving it
more visibility!. I love the concept of this game, I have always wanted a game where I can control the zombie side and take on
the humans. Despite the concept here, the execution is rather lacklustre. This is an early access game, however I don't think this
should relieve it of any criticism whatsoever and the really unfortunate thing is that this game is bad. the graphics are awful, dull
and featureless, which is evident from the loading screen at the start, which isn't just ugly, it also looks incredibly stupid. The
gameplay is entirely shallow, all you do is run around chasing civilians who run away (which is pretty frustrating) or run head on
at armed forces until they die. There seems to be no strategic depth here at all, all the missions involve just killing everyone on
the level, even the skirmish maps, which are slightly larger versions of the campaign map. This game is really disappointing,
especially given the intended features are pretty sparse and patches are few and far between. I would not recommend buying this
game until you can see it in full release.. A very enjoyable game with good aesthetics. Gameplay is a bit short but it's highly
replayable.. It's generally a good game.
However, one of the control buttons of the game made me crazy. Every time when I attemp to jump by using W button, the
character jumps two times in a row. Maybe this is a normal thing and the bug comes up where I can jump once properly in an
hour. This might be the way you can reach the higher levels in game.

In all seriousness, I can't recommend this game until they fix the bug.
Believe me, jump is everthing is this game.. I played Rescue Team 1 and Rescue Team 2 back to back, and to all intents and
purposes .... it is the same game, which isn't a problem because Rescue Team 1 is a good, if basic, time and resource
management game. The sequel adds more of the same and doesn't improve over the original other than a couple of new art
assets and some new resources to collect.
If you like time and resource management, it's a decent purchase at a low price and even though later installments of the
franchise are better, it's still worth checking out.
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